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Structural morphology of amorphous conducting carbon film 
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Abstract. Amorphous conducting carbon films deposited over quartz substrates were analysed using X-ray 
diffraction and AFM technique. X-ray diffraction data reveal disorder and roughness in the plane of graphene 
sheet as compared to that of graphite. This roughness increases with decrease in preparation temperature. 
The AFM data shows surface roughness of carbon films depending on preparation temperatures. The surface 
roughness increases with decrease in preparation temperature. Also some nucleating islands were seen on the 
samples prepared at 900°C, which are not present on the films prepared at 700°C. Detailed analysis of these  
islands reveals distorted graphitic lattice arrangement. So we believe these islands to be nucleating graphitic. 
Power spectrum density (PSD) analysis of the carbon surface indicates a transition from the nonlinear growth 
mode to linear surface-diffusion dominated growth mode resulting in a relatively smoother surface as one 
moves from low preparation temperature to high preparation temperature. The amorphous carbon films  
deposited over a rough quartz substrate reveal nucleating diamond like structures. The density of these  
nucleating diamond like structures was found to be independent of substrate temperature (700–900°C). 
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1. Introduction 

Besides the crystalline forms, amorphous form of carbon has 
been found to be having a lot of technological applica-
tions. The properties of these amorphous carbons sensi-
tively depend on the relative concentration of sp3 and sp2 
hybridized carbons. The resulting amorphous materials 
are variously referred to as tetrahedral amorphous carbon 
(ta-C), amorphous carbon (a-C), hydrogenated amorphous 
carbon (a-C:H), amorphous conducting carbon (a-CC), 
etc. In general the carbon films rich in sp3 carbon atoms 
are referred to as diamond like carbons (DLC). Amor-
phous carbon with sp2 bonding is always present together 
with fullerenes, nanotubes and sp3 carbon rich forms, in 
almost every way of preparation. Because of vast interest 
in nanotubes and sp3 rich amorphous carbons for their 
application in field emission, device application, etc in-
vestigations on sp2 rich amorphous carbon forms are 
very few. Though DLC films have potential application 
in field emission (FE) due to their low threshold voltage, 
the carbon centres, which are believed to play an impor-
tant role in controlling and enhancing FE properties of 
diamond films, are sp2 in nature (Merkulov et al 1999; 
Obraztsov et al 2000). It is also believed that actual source 
of emission sites in DLC films are crystalline graphitic 
phase with sp2 bonding which is mainly present in the 
grain boundaries and sp3 carbon centres just provide very 

good medium for heat dissipation due to their high ther-
mal conductivity (Umehara et al 2002). So based on 
these observations, one can think of a better alternative 
material for field emission application consisting mainly 
of sp2 carbon atoms and only little sp3 carbon atoms just 
enough to dissipate heat produced during field emission. 
The amorphous conducting carbon films are very much 
different from DLC films and have predominant network 
of sp2 carbon atoms whereas in the DLC it is sp3 carbon 
atoms. Also the hydrogen content in these carbon films 
was found to be only 1% (C900) to 2% (C700) whereas it 
goes up to 40% in DLC films. So the name amorphous 
conducting carbon (a-CC) has been given to distinguish 
it from other forms of amorphous carbon mainly consist-
ing of sp3 carbon atoms (Subramanyam 1996). 
 Miniaturization of electronic device fabrication has 
been possible using nanotubes and self assembled mole-
cules (Bachtold et al 2001; Javey et al 2004). For devices 
out of nanotubes, the electrodes to the logic gates and to 
the devices are made with thin films of Au, Pt, etc. How-
ever, due to mismatch in Fermi levels of the device mate-
rial and the electrode, it is always advisable to have elec-
trodes of same material as that of the device. Metallic 
nanotubes can also serve this purpose. However, its one 
dimensionality and cost of production for pure and defect 
free metallic nanotubes limits its application as elec-
trodes for nano-electronic circuits. Here a-CC seems to 
be a perfect candidate for such purposes owing to its low 
cost of production and high conducting nature. Though 
one can choose various methods to prepare a-CC, we 
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have adopted pyrolysis assisted CVD method due to its 
simplicity and low-cost and high yield of a-CC. Since the 
properties of these conducting carbon films are very 
much different from DLC films and hence the surface of 
these films is also expected to be different. The conduc-
tivity of a-CC varies from σ = 10 S/cm to 300 S/cm de-
pending upon the preparation temperature. It was found 
that disorder-induced localization of electrons in amor-
phous conducting carbon films was responsible for MI 
transition in them (Sayeed 1998). So by varying the pre-
paration conditions, the physical and chemical properties 
of a-CC films can be tuned for the desired technological 
applications. Because many physical and chemical pro-
perties such as electrical, optical are sensitive to the sur-
face morphology, detailed knowledge and precise control 
over the surface roughness is of great importance. So in 
this paper we are presenting a comparative study of the 
structural changes including the surface of a-CC prepared 
under various conditions. 

2. Experimental 

Amorphous conducting carbon films were prepared by 
using high temperature pyrolysis assisted CVD of maleic 
anhydride (C4H2O3) in argon atmosphere using two-zone 
furnace arrangement. About 100 mg of maleic anhydride 
was taken in a 50 × 1 cm quartz tube closed at one end. 
Polished quartz substrate (5 × 5 mm), ultrasonically cleaned 
in water followed by acetone was positioned at the centre 
of first zone of furnace inside the quartz tube. The open 
end of the tube was closed with a rubber bladder. The 
quartz tube was evacuated and purged with argon gas 
prior to pyrolysis. The pyrolysis process was performed 
for 5 h and then the furnace was switched off and allowed 

to cool under normal ambient conditions. The residual gas 
consisting of mainly CO and CO2 were collected in the 
rubber bladder. This process was repeated for three di-
fferent pyrolysis temperatures viz. 700°C (C700), 800°C 
(C800) and 900°C (C900). The thickness of the films 
deposited over the smooth quartz substrate was ~ 1 µm. 
Surface analysis of these films was carried out using AFM 
Nanoscope-E, Digital Instruments, with 10-micron scan-
ner-high resolution. Cantilever used was about 115 mi-
cron from the substrate–apex of the triangular section and 
is of silicon nitride (Si3N4), same as the tip material. The 
base of the tip was about 4 µ in radius and about 20 nm 
radius at the vertex. The force constant for the entire ex-
periment was about 0⋅58 N/m. The force used typically 
varied from 2–10 nN. The area of the scanned sample 
was 1 × 1 mm. All the AFM surface scannings were done 
in contact mode. 

3. Results and discussion 

Besides surface analysis, the samples were characterized 
using X-ray diffraction for structural changes. Figure 1 
shows the X-ray diffraction plot for the samples C700, 
C800 and C900. XRD patterns of all the samples exhibit 
mainly two types of peaks: (002) resulting from stacks of 
parallel layer planes at 25–27° and two dimensional (10) 
peaks resulting from the regular structure within the indi-
vidual layer plane segments at 41–47°. Peaks of the type 
(hkl) are absent, indicating that there is little or no stack-
ing order in the arrangement of parallel layers. These pat-
terns are known to be characteristic of disordered 
graphite like structure of carbon where the graphene lay-
ers are regularly stacked in itself but has no correlation to 
the next pile except for parallelism (Franklin 1950; Ru-
land 1968). The interlayer spacing increases as one goes 
from C900 to C700 (table 1). The results have been com-
pared with the standard data of graphite. The simple van 
der Waals force between the two layers in graphite lattice 
gives an interlayer spacing of 0⋅344 nm and the interac-
tion between the pi-electron clouds of the two layers re-
duces the interlayer spacing to 0⋅3354 nm. However, for 
the above interlayer spacing in graphite, the flatness of 
the graphite layer planes is essential. Even slightest de-
viation from a perfect plane can give rise to an interlayer 
spacing of more than 0⋅3354 nm. The value of interlayer 

 
Figure 1. X-ray diffraction plot for C700, C800 and C900 (y-
axis is relatively displaced for clarity). Shift in peak near 
2θ = 25° towards higher angle for samples prepared at higher 
temperature shows flatness in the layers of graphine sheet. 
 

Table 1. X-ray diffraction from pyrolytic carbon films com-
pared to those of graphite. 
    
    

Sample 
Peak (2θ) 
(Degree) 

c 
(nm) 

Interlayer spacing 
(nm) 

        
C700   24⋅27   0⋅7180 0⋅359 
C800   24⋅77   0⋅7179 0⋅359 
C900   25   0⋅712 0⋅356 
Graphite   26⋅5   0⋅671 0⋅335 
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spacing in our system is far from that of graphite suggest-
ing a highly rough graphene plane and the roughness in-
creases as one moves from C900 to C700. 
 Raman data on these films (Subramanyam et al 1997) 
suggest that the carbon films formed at 700°C are some-
what independently clustered and are slightly graphitic 
among themselves. When the preparation temperature is 
increased to 800°C, these independent clusters start join-
ing together giving Raman spectra similar to that of some 
polymers. At 900°C these clusters coalesce together to 
form a continuous film. 
 The 3D surface morphology of C700, C800 and C900 
are shown in figure 2. Sample C900 is topologically 
smoother than that prepared at C800/C700. Also as we 
move from C700 towards C900 via C800, nucleation of 

well-defined islands start, which are not very prominent 
in C700 but are slightly more prominent in C800 and is 
very clear in C900. A closer look at these nucleating islands 
gives distorted rhombohedral arrangement of lattice points. 
However, the long range ordering is not seen in this 
rhombohedral lattice arrangement. 
 FFT is a powerful tool for surface roughness analysis. 
Basically any information whose repetition is more, will 
lie at higher frequency region of Fourier image whereas 
any information whose repetition is least or it is hardly 
repeated will be present at low frequency region of the 
Fourier image. So for a rough surface, lot of high fre-
quency signals along with low frequency signal is ex-
pected whereas for a relatively smooth surface those high 
frequency signals will be either diminished or absent, and 

 
Figure 2. 3D surface morphology of a. C700, b. C800 and c. C900. The surface smoothness decreases from C900 to C800 and to 
C700. Besides the smooth surface, C900 has some nucleating islands. These islands are not present in C800 and C700. d. Closer 
look of one of these nucleating islands. 
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only low frequency signals will be seen. The central peak, 
which also represents the d.c. component, will always be 
present. Figure 3 shows FFT of samples C700, C800 and 
C900. As can be seen in the figure, a lot of high fre-
quency signals along with low frequency signals are pre-
sent for C700. As we move from C700 towards C800 and 
C900, the high frequency signals get diminished. FFT for 
the nucleating islands gives four peaks besides the central 
peak which are almost equidistant from each other but 
does not form a square i.e. its positions can be thought of 
as at the vertices of a rhombus. Generally one may expect 
hexagonal arrangement of atoms for graphite. However, 
rhombohedral structure has been observed on graphite 
surface (Hembacher et al 2003) and this has been attrib-
uted to hidden surface atoms. So we believe that these 
islands are nucleating graphitic centres, which are promi-
nent only for the samples prepared at high temperature. 
 The PSD function is defined as the square modulus of 
the Fourier transform of the surface profile. 
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However, the information is in the frequency domain 
rather than the spatial domain. For statistically isotropic 
surfaces which have no scale and whose height is well 

defined but non-differentiable may indeed have spectra 
of the fractal form (Berry and Hannay 1978) 

,)(PSD 0
γ−= fKf   

where K0 is a constant (called topethesy (Sayles and 
Thomas 1978)) dependent on the system and γ is related 
to the scaling exponent, α (also called fractal dimension) 
by α = (γ – d)/2 (Voss 1985), where for the line scan di-
mension d = 1. The permissible range of γ  is 1 to 3 
(Feder 1988). Figure 4 shows the 1-D PSD plot for the 
three samples and linear fitting to the intermediate region 
giving the value of γ (or α) for C700 = 2⋅07 (0⋅535), 
C800 = 2⋅20 (0⋅56) and C900 = 3⋅35 (1⋅175). The value  
of γ is related to the smoothness of the surface. Higher 
the value of γ, smoother the surface will be. The value of 
α such that, 0 < α < 1, describes a balance between 
roughening mechanisms, such as random fluctuations  
in the deposition process and smoothing process, such  
as diffusion at the growth front so that the local structure 
remains unchanged (Family and Vicsek 1985; Barabasi 
and Stanley 1995). The second type is anomalous  
dynamic scaling, which gives α > 1 (Wolf and Villain 
1990; Amar et al 1993; Lu et al 1995). In this situation 
the roughening fluctuations and the smoothing effects 
cannot quite reach a balance and the slope of the surface 
increases with time. Hence, an increase in the value of 
α = 0⋅5 (C700) to α = 1⋅2 (C900) indicates a transition 
from the nonlinear growth mode to linear surface- 
diffusion dominated growth mode (Casiraghi et al  
2005). 

 
Figure 3. FFT of 2D AFM image of a. C700, b. C800, c. C900 and d. the nucleating islands. FFT of 
surface of these islands consists of four peaks along with the central peak indicating rhombohedral 
symmetry of the lattice. 
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 Figure 5 shows the surface morphology of C700, C800 
and C900 films deposited over rough quartz surface. The 
surface roughness of quartz substrate was about 1 µm, so 
the film deposited over the rough substrate was ∼ 10 µm. 
The surface morphology of these films is very much dif-
ferent from that on the polished quartz substrates. One 
thing which is common in the films deposited over pol-

ished and rough quartz substrates, is that of increasing 
smoothness of the films as one goes towards higher 
preparation temperature. In both the cases C900 films are 
relatively smoother than C700. Also for the films over 
rough surface, along with spherical carbon clusters, some 
sharp edges were also observed. These sharp edges were 
very clearly seen in C700, C800 and C900. These sharp 
features are very much similar to that observed for DLC 
films (Rusop et al 2004). So we believe that these sharp 
edges formed are in the early stages of diamond forma-
tion. The temperature effect on the surface morphology 
comes only in enhancing the smoothness of the film. The 
C900 films are relatively smoother than C800 and in turn 
C700, though the densities of these nucleating diamonds 
are same for the three samples. The only factor which 
may be giving rise to diamond nucleation is the pre-
deposition surface roughness. It was observed that irre-
spective of the growth process stress is an intrinsic pro-
perty of a-C films and to minimize the stress some sp3 
carbon atoms convert themselves to sp2 configuration 
(Orwa et al 2004). Other methods of stress reduction em-
ploy incorporation of elements such as metals (Dimigen 
et al 1997), boron (Chhowalla et al 1996), silicon (Racine 
et al 2001) or post-deposition thermal annealing (Freid-
mann et al 1997). So the one thing that is common to all 
the stress reduction methods is introduction of disorder 
either by foreign element or converting few sp3 carbon 
atoms to sp2 by thermal means. We believe here also the 
disorder introduced by surface roughness of the sub-
strates is acting in a similar way to reduce stress and 
thereby felicitating sp3 carbon atoms to retain their con-
figuration. Whereas on the smooth substrates, there is no 
such medium available to reduce stress and hence more 
sp2 configuration forms to minimize stress and making 
C900 films more graphitic than C800/C700. This is also 
supported by the a.c. conductivity studies on rough and 
smooth films. The films on smooth substrate do not show 
any frequency dependence whereas films over rough sub-
strate show slight frequency dependence at high fre-
quency (100 kHz) (Vishwakarma and Subramanyam, to 
be published). 

4. Conclusions 

The X-ray diffraction data of the carbon samples show 
disordered graphite like structure of carbon where the 
graphene layers are regularly stacked but have no  
correlation to the next pile except for parallelism. The 
films prepared at higher temperatures are relatively 
smoother than those prepared at lower temperature be-
sides nucleating graphitic centres which are not seen in 
C800 and C700. Power spectrum density (PSD) of the 
carbon surface indicates a transition from the nonlinear 
growth mode to linear surface-diffusion dominated 
growth mode resulting in a relatively smoother surface as 

 
 
Figure 4. PSD plot for 2D-AFM images of C700, C800 and 
C900. Linear fitting to the intermediate region gives the value 
of α 0⋅535 (C700), 0⋅56 (C800) and 1⋅175 (C900). 
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one moves from low preparation temperature to high 
preparation temperature. The surface morphology of a-
CC films on rough substrate is different from that on pol-
ished substrate, but is very similar to that of nucleating 
diamond. The number density of this nucleating diamond 
is same for C700, C800 and C900. So we believe tem-
perature is not playing much role except enhancing the 
smoothness of the film whereas surface roughness helps 
in diamond nucleation by reducing strain in the film. An 
extensive investigation of a-C films on substrate of vary-
ing roughness can give a better insight of the role played 
by surface roughness on the film properties. The fre-
quency dependence of conductivity comes due to more 
sp3 carbon atoms in films over rough surface than the 
films on smooth substrate. 
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